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Coal maintains a strong foothold in Asia but gas has ample room to grow
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Coal and gas have a role to play to meet growing energy demand in Asia.

However, the rapid growth of renewables has threatened the dominance of fossil fuels.
The rapid growth in electricity demand in developing countries calls for a balanced generation portfolio.

It is risky to put all your eggs in one basket.
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Coal remains competitive in electricity generation

Renewable, mainly solar, continues to get a foothold in Asia

Net capacity additions in Asia Pacific

New plant economics in Southeast Asia
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However, solar expansion in Asia will not be easy in the near term.
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Electricity needs to be affordable to support economic development and urbanisation in Asia

Coal is still best placed but threat from gas and renewables grows

Generation mix by fuel
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While coal is dominant in the power sector, gas captures share in the non-power sector

Coal and gas into non-power sector
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Asia will turn increasingly to seaborne supplies to meet its growing energy needs
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Key Takeaways

• Strong economic growth, urbanisation and power demand will propel Asia ever increasing need for energy

• A delicate balance between environmental and economical goals needs to be achieved

• A diversified portfolio of energy supplies is the best way forward for developing Asia

• Coal remains the backbone of future energy mix but gas and renewables gain share

• Indigenous supply of fossil fuel will be insufficient to meet growing demand and imports will play an increasingly important role because of cost competitiveness
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